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"Anything is possible!"
We are among you. We are around you. We are your brothers and sisters of Light and we have
been preparing this place for three weeks to receive you in our energies.
At this moment, you are surrounded by three circles of Light energies. The first circle is made up
of your guides, one of your main guides. Each of them stands behind each of you. Feel its
presence!
The second circle is formed by the Hierarchy of Angels, the Protector Angels of Humanity, the
Protector Angels of Light and Love and the third circle is formed by those who are known as the
Planetary Hierarchy of Light who come to bring extraordinary help to each of you at this time.
This Hierarchy knows the humans, Mother Earth, this dimension. It knows the kingdoms that
evolve in this dimension and presently this Hierarchy is connected to the life of this planet, to all
the levels of manifestations of the Great Life. And the members of this Hierarchy are connected
to each of your heart, to your Heart of Light.
Open yourself! Receive this energy of reconnection to the Great Life to which you belong in this
dimension, from this dimension, you, the Love workers who have come on this planet to sow the
seeds of Love Light that you have accumulated for thousands of lives.
Yes, this moment is precious, this moment is special and extraordinary! The ray of Light that you
are receiving at this moment will help you to reconnect with the Great Life that resides in you,
that moves in each of you, that grows in each of you.
Turn your eyes in the region of your Sacred Heart and breathe! Feel the infusion of this Light
touching your Heart, your Light Cathedral so that this Light can be diffused in all the layers of
your being from this physical body that you use and in your other subtle bodies.
Imagine that you are like a sun, a bright star that lights up and comes to illuminate a new
landscape inside you. A landscape of Love for yourselves as you recognize the action of the One
Consciousness in you.
It is time for each of you, children of the Earth, to recognize your worth! To recognize
myself, I, the Great Life, I, the Christ manifested in matter, I, the Living Christ in each of you,
expressing myself from each of your hearts, from each of the words you speak, from the thoughts
that circulate inside you. It is time to recognize your filiation to the Light of Love, of Eternity that
supports this Creation.
We have heard many words since this morning. Words such as: purification, awakening,
consciousness, energy. Well, these words, children of the Earth, are alive. Every word you say
out loud and think is alive! They have an effect! When you throw a stone on the surface of a
pond, small ripples occur in all directions because the water is receptive. The water feels this
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stone landing in its body, and it does an action in relation to the reception of this stone that you
have projected into it.
Well! Each of the words you pronounce, each of the words that inhabits your thoughts always
produces ripples around you because you reside in a universe of living energy consciousness of
everything that comes from within you: whether it is a word, a thought, an ideal, a belief that you
carry; it constantly acts. Because what is alive is in action. What is dead is not.
So when you carry a belief like: "This is not possible!" Well, know that as long as you feed this
belief in yourself that "This is not possible", it produces an effect! Every second of your life, it
produces ripples around you, in the social fabrics of this humanity, in the socio-familial, cultural
and humanitarian fabrics of this planet
What is the reason for these words today? What beliefs are you holding within you? Are you
aware of the beliefs you carry within you? Every belief is active! You mentioned purification.
Hmmm... I would like to use the word "healing" or "awareness" which is more appropriate in the
context of the one who is conscious of his or her action, his power over himself or herself and in
Creation. Someone who is conscious chooses to carry his or her frequencies, to nourish them and
spread them, to radiate them by "what he or she is!" When a being is unconscious of one of the
beliefs he carries, he cannot act. He cannot choose. So, what beliefs do you carry children of the
Earth? What beliefs do you live with?
Look at your life! How is it unfolding? Look at these emotions that arise to the surface of your
mind, of your heart, inside you and that produce all kinds of effects: from the greatest heat to the
greatest cold on your physical body. The emotions that disturb you. The emotions that make you
laugh. These emotions are pointers, signposts that point you towards a belief, an emotion.
Especially an emotion like regret, shame, fear, is a signpost. Or, I would rather use the words
"is a little treasure in disguise".
Yes, an illusion, an emotion such as guilt is "a little treasure in disguise" because this guilt
requires your attention. This emotion requires you to look at it, to welcome it and meditate on it
to become aware of the belief that is sustained, that is behind this guilt. Because guilt cannot,
does not just walk around in your life for nothing! It drags a chain, several chains of distortion
beliefs in relation to Love, in relation to Unity, in relation to the Infinite Love Freedom with
which you were created.
Your work at this moment: you are asked a great determination and perseverance in order to
welcome each one; yes, I mean each of these emotions that rise to the surface of your
consciousness. Stop pushing it back to the bottom to be thrown out because it bothers you.
At this level of evolution you have reached, each of you is asked to welcome, to open your arms
to this emotion and to find the distortion attached to this emotion that makes you suffer.
An emotion that destabilizes you, that brings suffering inside you is an emotion that is controlled,
that is the result of a belief, a limitation that you have imposed on yourself, a judgment that you
have made on yourself. You have made a judgment, a criticism of yourself, a judgment of
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separation, condemnation, limitation. And the question is: "Do you want to continue to drag this
judgment into your heart, into your energy, into your magnetic field?"
You simply have to identify this belief of limitation that you have imposed on yourself because
this kind of belief is always an energy that you have accepted to welcome within you as a truth,
that was in dissonance with the Eternal Love of Life for yourself. This dissonance has made you
more and more distant from "who you are" because each of these judgments of distortions against
yourselves has thickened the veil between your heart and your "pure Light Being essence" and
what you should actually "be" from all eternity, what you "are" from all eternity.
You have created a veil. You have put a mask over yourself, a thick piece of clothing. Today,
many of you do not feel this connection with the "Light Being" that you are because of all these
veils, these judgments, these distortions that you have accepted as truths in your inner world.
Well! Today we are talking about healing. We are talking about releasing, letting go of these
beliefs of limitations, these distorted beliefs about the Love that you Are, about the Love that
"I Am" within you, I, the Living Christ, I, the Great Life in action, I, the One Consciousness who
returns to realign the Energy in this world!
And I express myself in this world through each of you, through each of the loving hearts of
humanity, through each of the living and loving hearts, the animals, the plants, all these kingdoms
with which you coexist, co-live in this dimension.
Today you are being asked to choose between the words "impossible" and "possible". I tell you:
"Everything is possible to the one who has faith! Anything is possible for the one who creates his
or her new Life!" The word "impossible" does not exist in the worlds of Light." It is a word
invented by the human race that has felt its separation, that has experienced the separation from
the Great Sun, from the Great Life Love Intelligence.
Well! Today I give you this new mantra:
"Anything is possible for me!
Anything is possible for the Life that I Am and that I manifest in this Life.
Anything is possible for me, the Love in action in this dimension!"
The more you infuse yourself with this reality, this truth, the more you will transmute within
yourself the distortions that you have welcomed inside you as truths and that always create
ripples around you, frequencies of dissonances, distortions.
These words are very simple! Very simple but they are charged with a great truth of liberation for
each of you. It is time for each of you to accept a great truth that you have heard over and over
and this truth is as follows:
"The words carry a great creative power!
The words that are spoken carry a great creative power!
And even the words that are only thought carry a great creative power!"
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Which brings me back to asking you the following questions:
- What are the words, what are the sentences that you repeat inside yourself during the
day?
- What are the words that you say when you look at a person who passes beside you?
- What are the words that go through your mind while listening to the news on
television?
- What are the words you maintain and pronounce in relation to the Life around you?
- In relation to those who are part of your family, your neighbours, your friends?
- What are the words you maintain inside you about your work?
You see, these words reflect a frequency of creation. Not a single word is forgotten by the
Universe because the Universe in which you are currently evolving recognizes each of you as a
"Creator". You are, each of you, a "Great Creator". This Universe is at your feet obeying each of
the creative words you think or articulate or write. Not a single word is ignored. And this brings
me to make you realize the importance: do you realize the importance of the words you choose to
let live inside you? The sentences you say! The sentences you keep repeating to yourself!
You are living a very important moment in the history of this planet! I would even say crucial!
You are one of those who are becoming more and more aware of their roles in this dimension.
Aware of the impact that each of you has on your environment, in your families, with your
friends, with all those with whom you work, with all those you meet on the sidewalk, in the
stores. Yes, you have a great impact through the emanation of who you are.
We have come in great numbers today to make you understand, to help you understand and
welcome your importance: "the greatness of Life that you manifest in this dimension! The
greatness of the power of the creation that resides within you!"
You see, you talked about raising the consciousness of this world. Well, I, the Christ in you, tell
you that when you walk on the sidewalk and that you are conscious inside yourself that it is I, the
Living Christ, who is walking on that sidewalk in your steps using your Life essence with you, in
association with you, fused with you; I tell you we can bring hope and courage to all those of
Humanity with each of these steps.
If in your mind, in your heart you say: "At each of my steps, I bring the Living Consciousness of
Love to each of my brothers and sisters on Earth." Well, it is done! The whole universe is
listening. All the Angels, all the hierarchies are at work and at each of your steps, they go in all
directions to touch the hearts of your brothers and sisters on Earth to illuminate their hearts with a
Light of Wisdom and Love; and at each step, they lay a flame in their hearts because they are at
your command! They obey the Energy of Love that you are unfolding, creating, manifesting by
your intention of Love, by your faith in the power of Christ that "I Am" in you!
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If each of you decides to infuse, to feel even two to three minutes a day the Power of my Light
within you, you will see great transformations in your own lives and in the life of this Humanity
as long as you carry it in your heart.
It was mentioned by someone this morning that I came as "Jesus Christ". I came to walk on the
surface of this Earth as "Jesus Christ" and each of my steps brought Light into this dimension.
Each of my steps was building the Kingdom of Love and Freedom for Humanity. And each of
my steps has created what is happening in this world now, two thousand years later! Each of my
steps has remained alive in the collective unconscious to carry this awakening, this Love, this
flame so that it did not extinguish itself in the centuries that followed my coming as "Jesus
Christ" on this Earth and you are the result of these steps that I have taken, that I have walked.
But today, with the amplification of the Energies of Love and Light on this Earth, you are able to
multiply by a hundred, by a thousand, by a million, the impact of the Love Light that you want to
create and place in the hearts of your brothers and sisters on Earth. You have that power! You
have this power because I, Christ, am alive within you. The proof: you are all gathered here in my
name. You have never stumbled, never forgotten my Presence within you.
So, will you walk as a Living Christ on this Earth in the name of Love, my children, my brothers,
my sisters? It's up to you to choose it! It is up to you to open the door to "all possibilities". These
words have been spoken more than once here! The door to "all possibilities" where "everything is
possible!".
You can transform the Heart of Humanity by the way you look at a person. If you look at a
person while contemplating that this person represents Humanity, know that all Humanity
receives this look because there is not a single human being who is not connected to the rest of
Humanity. Every human being on Earth is interconnected, interrelated with the rest of humanity.
You think you are separated from it because you use a form that seems dense to you, I will give
you an exercise to practice:
Imagine that you are changing dimension. Imagine that you leave the world of density,
you change and you arrive in the Light Dimension where everything that exists in this
dimension is in the form of light. A tree becomes luminous, every human becomes a small
sun, every plant is a sun. So, if everything is sunny, everything is bright, everything is
connected like drops of water in the ocean. Everything is conscious, everyone becomes
conscious of everything, just as the drop of water is conscious of itself and is conscious of
the ocean. It's all about perception, belief. It's all about how you look at Life. You can
look at it with your earthly eyes, but you can look at it with the eyes of your heart; and
with the eyes of your heart everything is possible! ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE!
If you knew how much we, the Worlds of Light, would like to infuse you with the truth that
"anything is possible! For so many years, thousands of lives, you have refused that "anything is
possible!" You have analyzed, compared with your physical senses.
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Today I tell you that "anything is possible!" I tell you that you can magnify the power of these
physical senses you use, as many times as you want. You can practice hearing the most subtle
sounds with your physical ears. Listen to the most subtle sounds, let's say while you walk, or the
most subtle sounds while you are in bed.
This exercise alone sends a call, a command to all your bodies, whether physical or invisible,
saying that: "Ah, he wants to hear more!" And at that moment your cells, the cells of your
physical body and the cells of your mental, emotional, etheric bodies, will reprogram themselves
differently to hear the subtlety of the Invisible Worlds. And you could be at home in your garden
and be able to hear a conversation in China or on Mars, or on Venus. Why not? Why not if
anything is possible!
You see, in the "all is possible" you are already limited by your imagination which is formatted
by this 3rd dimension. This dimension that you have experienced and explored for too long.
"Anything is possible!" Can you imagine what you could do with each of the senses you use if it
was extrapolated, multiplied by a million times, in terms of listening, feeling, smelling, touching?
"Anything is possible!" I, the Great Life in action! The Unified Consciousness of Who I Am with
the Great Life. I tell you once again: "Anything is possible!" So do not limit the action of the
Great One Consciousness in this world. I invite you to co-create with it. I invite you to listen to
its voice inside you, listen to your intuition and dare to take action, dare to act according to that
intuition by following your intuition. Because your intuition is your soul speaking to you. It is
this connection with All That Is, with the Love that sustains this Creation.
Before I finish, I would like to leave you with an extraordinary image that speaks of you. Imagine
a sphere, a beautiful sphere composed of millions and millions of small points of light. Feel this
beautiful sphere. Imagine it! Some small points of light are red, some are blue, yellow. Imagine
all the colors! Each of these small points of light represents an experience, a frequency, an
energy. Feel, see this beautiful sphere and the question is as follows: Can you remove some of
these light points from this sphere? Can you remove them? No, you can't do that! This sphere
would be incomplete because each of these points of light has its place, its right place to form the
body of this sphere. And is this sphere beautiful? It is extraordinary! It is wonderful! It carries
multiple frequencies with wonderful colors, each representing an experience.
Well, then! Your lives represent a sphere. Each of you represents a unique sphere, wearing its
specific and unique colors and each of these points of light represents your experiences, what you
have gone through, what you have taken up as challenge in this life and in your other lives. You
can't take anything away from this sphere or it would be incomplete.
So, today, in this precise present moment, admire, admire the extraordinary beauty of this sphere
that you represent, that you have meticulously prepared from life to life with your many
experiences. Experiences that were sometimes painful but that have made you the wonderful
being with the luminous consciousness you have today. You cannot take anything away from this
sphere because it would be incomplete, imperfect.
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Today, you are reaping the Light of that perfection that you have created. You are that perfection,
that wonderful sphere filled with knowledge, experience, wisdom, discernment.
I leave you with the sphere of perfection that you represent each of you and keep this sphere
preciously because I tell you: the more you will recognize that this sphere is perfect, the more
you will transform yourself into this perfection. This perfection will transmute you, transform
you gently because it is what you identify with that creates you. Every second you create
yourself. Every second you create the frequency you carry. You emanate the frequency you
create by your thoughts, by what you identify with.
So yes, this luminous sphere is important, extraordinary and perfect. It is charged with who you
are, with all your experiences. These experiences give you a unique, precious and special place
in the living fabric of this humanity now. Your frequency supports all of humanity. It supports
the radiance of Love of all the hearts of this Humanity by what you are now.
So, yes, "Anything is possible!" And it is in the name of "Anything is possible" that I have come
to share with you these little words, these little frequencies of a Great Truth!
I am Sananda-Jesus-Christ, your brother for a very, very long time, for all eternity.
Thank you!
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